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Preface

This book includes the abstracts of all the papers presented at the 9th Annual International Conference on Urban Studies & Planning (3-6 June 2019), organized by the Athens Institute for Education and Research (ATINER).

In total 33 papers were submitted by 35 presenters, coming from 19 different countries (Austria, China, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Germany, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Italy, Mexico, Norway, Poland, Republic of North Macedonia, Serbia, Spain, Taiwan, Thailand, UK, and USA). The conference was organized into 10 sessions that included a variety of topic areas such as Urban Revitalization, Urban Planning Processes and Transportation, Urban Transformation, Environmental Planning, Urban Planning Methodologies, Urban Economies, Urban Geography, Urban Concepts, Drawing and Representation: Environment-Landscape-City. A full conference program can be found before the relevant abstracts. In accordance with ATINER’s Publication Policy, the papers presented during this conference will be considered for inclusion in one of ATINER’s many publications.

The purpose of this abstract book is to provide members of ATINER and other academics around the world with a resource through which to discover colleagues and additional research relevant to their own work. This purpose is in congruence with the overall mission of the association. ATINER was established in 1995 as an independent academic organization with the mission to become a forum where academics and researchers from all over the world could meet to exchange ideas on their research and consider the future developments of their fields of study.

It is our hope that through ATINER’s conferences and publications, Athens will become a place where academics and researchers from all over the world regularly meet to discuss the developments of their discipline and present their work. Since 1995, ATINER has organized more than 400 international conferences and has published nearly 200 books. Academically, the institute is organized into 6 divisions and 37 units. Each unit organizes at least one annual conference and undertakes various small and large research projects.

For each of these events, the involvement of multiple parties is crucial. I would like to thank all the participants, the members of the organizing and academic committees, and most importantly the administration staff of ATINER for putting this conference and its subsequent publications together. Specific individuals are listed on the following page.

Gregory T. Papanikos
President
9th Annual International Conference on Urban Studies & Planning
3-6 June 2019, Athens, Greece

Scientific Committee

All ATINER’s conferences are organized by the Academic Council. This conference has been organized with the assistance of the following academics, who contributed by a) setting up the program b) chairing the conference sessions, and/or c) reviewing the submitted abstracts and papers:

1. Gregory T. Papanikos, President, ATINER & Honorary Professor, University of Stirling, UK.
2. Nicholas N. Patricios, Vice President of Strategic Planning & Analysis, ATINER and Professor & Dean Emeritus, School of Architecture, University of Miami, USA.
3. Virginia Sisiopiku, Head, Transportation Engineering Unit, ATINER, & Associate Professor, The University of Alabama at Birmingham, USA.
4. Jesus J. Lara, Academic Member, ATINER & Associate Professor, The Ohio State University, USA.
5. Giulia Pellegri, Associate Professor, Architecture-Polytechnic School, University of Genoa, Italy.
7. Carolyn Aguilar-Dubose, Academic Member, ATINER & Professor, Universidad Iberoamericana, Mexico.
8. Richard Jelier, Professor and Director, School of Public, Nonprofit and Health Administration, Grand Valley State University, USA.
9. Tanapon Panthasen, Assistant Professor, Kasetsart University, Thailand.
10. Piotr Razniak, Assistant Professor, Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland.
12. Lampros Pyrgiotis, Research Fellow, ATINER.
13. Dimitris Panayotopoulos-Tsiros, PhD Candidate, University College London, UK.
## FINAL CONFERENCE PROGRAM

**3rd Annual International Conference on Urban Studies & Planning, 3-6 June 2019, Athens, Greece**  
**Conference Venue:** Titania Hotel, 52 Panepistimiou Street, 10678 Athens, Greece

### Monday 3 June 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>07:50-08:40</td>
<td>Registration and Refreshments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08:50-09:20</td>
<td>Welcome and Opening Address by Gregory T. Papanikos, ATINER and David Philip Wick, Director, Arts, Humanities &amp; Education Division, ATINER &amp; Professor of History, Gordon College, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:20-11:00</td>
<td>Session I (Room B - 10th Floor): Urban Revitalization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong></td>
<td>Nicholas N. Patricios, Vice President of Strategic Planning &amp; Analysis, ATINER and Professor &amp; Dean Emeritus, School of Architecture, University of Miami, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Richard Jelier, Professor and Director, School of Public, Nonprofit and Health Administration, Grand Valley State University, USA. The Emergence of Moscow, Russia: A Progressive, Cosmopolitan World City within an Autocratic State.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Grete Swensen, Research Professor, Norwegian Institute for Cultural Heritage Research, Norway. When the well-established Garden City meets the Contemporary Compact City Planning Ideal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Maria Oikonomou, Lecturer, Vienna University of Technology (TU Wien), Austria &amp; Christoph Luchsinger, Head of Urban Design Research Unit, Vienna University of Technology (TU Wien), Austria. Conversion Area Eleonas, Athens. Urban Transformation Projects within the Framework of the Urban Design Studio at Vienna University of Technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00-12:30</td>
<td>Session II (Room B - 10th Floor): Urban Planning Processes and Transportation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong></td>
<td>Richard Jelier, Professor and Director, School of Public, Nonprofit and Health Administration, Grand Valley State University, USA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Bun Song Lee, Associate Professor, University of Arkansas - Fort Smith, USA. Characteristics of Cities Encouraging Bus Commuting, Subway Commuting, and Active Commuting (Biking and Walking to Workplaces) in the United States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Yue Sun, Graduate Student, Southeast University, China. Urban Park Accessibility Evaluation Based on Gravity Model and Realistic Traffic Data: An Example of Baoding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Xiao Zhang, Graduate Student, Southeast University, China. Ecological Resilience Assessment and Optimization Suggestions of Yangtze Middle Reaches Megalopolis.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*This session is jointly offered with the Transportation Engineering Unit.*
### 12:30-14:00 Session III (Room B - 10th Floor): Environmental Planning

**Chair:** Lampros Pyrgiotis, Research Fellow, ATINER.

1. Carolyn Aguilar-Dubose, Professor, Universidad Iberoamericana, Mexico. City of Promenades.
4. Yuxi Zhu, PhD Student, Southeast University, China, Wenjun Chen, Postgraduate Student, Southeast University, China & Le Zhu, Postgraduate Student, Nanjing University, China. The Regeneration of the Historic District Guided by Reconstructing the Walkability: A Case Study in Sifang Road, Qingdao, China.
5. Xue Geng, Master Student, Southeast University, China. A Study on the Revitalization of Traditional Villages in Southern Anhui Based on the Symbiosis Theory: A Case Study of Nanping, Anhui Province.

### 14:00-15:00 Lunch

### 15:00-16:30 Session IV (Room B - 10th Floor): Urban Transformation & Other Issues

**Chair:** Grete Swensen, Research Professor, Norwegian Institute for Cultural Heritage Research, Norway.

1. F. Javier Ostos-Prieto, Research Fellow, University of Seville, Spain, Javier Navarro-de Pablos, Research Fellow, University of Seville, Spain, Mercedes Molina-Liñán, Research Fellow, University of Seville, Spain, Juan-Andrés Rodríguez-Lora, Research Fellow, University of Seville, Spain, José-Manuel Aladro-Prieto, Professor, University of Seville, Spain & M. Teresa Pérez-Cano, Professor, University of Seville, Spain. Heritage Replacements: Convent, Square and Contemporary. Urban Transformations in Andalusian Medium-Sized Cities.
2. Gregoris Kalnis, Lecturer, Frederick University, Cyprus. AUS: An Open-Ended Tool for Interlinking Urban Situations.
3. Xiaoyu Cong, Postgraduate Student, Southeast University, China & Jinyi Wang, Postgraduate Student, Southeast University, China. Research on Spatial Expression Strategies of Historical Elements in Urban Renewal.
4. Wei Fang, Graduate Student, Southeast University, China. Research on Workers' Housing in Nanjing from 1949 to 1978: Evolution, Status Quo, Development Trend.

### 16:30-17:45 Session V (Room B - 10th Floor): Economic Issues

**Chair:** Piotr Razniak, Assistant Professor, Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland.

2. Guohua Hu, MPhil Student, Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong. The Making of “Political Enclave Economy” in China.

### 21:00-23:00 Greek Night and Dinner
11:15-13:00 Session VII (Room B - 10th Floor): Urban Planning Methodologies and Processes, Transportation & Policy

**Chair:** Marijana Pantic, Research Fellow, Institute of Architecture and Urban and Spatial Planning of Serbia, Serbia.

1. Riste Temjanovski, Professor, Goce Delčev University of Štip, Republic of North Macedonia & Monika Arsova, PhD Student, Goce Delčev University of Štip, Republic of North Macedonia. Transport Policy and Create a Western Balkans Market: How to Mirror the EU's Experience.

2. Martina Sedlakova, Assistant Professor, Czech Technical University in Prague, Czech Republic. Public Space and Artefacts: Several Alterations of Historical Squares in the Czech Republic.

3. Tanapon Panthasen, Assistant Professor, Kasetsart University, Thailand & Supaporn Kaewko Leopairojna, Assistant Professor, Kasetsart University, Thailand. Using the Smart Growth Principles for Real Estate Development around Rapid Transit Stations to Achieve Sustainability.


5. Ilaria Geddes, Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Cyprus, Cyprus. Understanding the Mechanisms and Impact of Growth on the Urban Form and Functioning of Cities.

*This session is jointly offered with the Transportation Engineering Unit.*

13:00-14:30 Session VIII (Room B - 10th Floor): Urban Economies

**Chair:** Dimitris Panayotopoulos-Tsiros, PhD Candidate, University College London, UK.

1. WenYing Shih, Associate Professor, Hsuan Chuang University, Taiwan & Konstantinos Agrafiotis, Consultant, Fashion Ventures, UK. Artisanal Fashion Networks in Regenerated Urban Areas of Taiwan.

2. Piotr Razniak, Assistant Professor, Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland, Anna Winiarczyk-Razniak, Assistant Professor, Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland & Slawomir Dorocki, Assistant Professor, Pedagogical University of Cracow, Poland. Corporation Sector Changes in European Urban Areas versus other Parts of the World.

14:30-15:30 Lunch

15:30-17:00 Session IX (Room B - 10th Floor): Urban Concepts

**Chair:** Tanapon Panthasen, Assistant Professor, Kasetsart University, Thailand.

1. Sorana Radulescu, Assistant Professor, Technical University Graz, Austria. Urban Gulliver and the Negotiation of Public Space.

2. Melina Philippou, Researcher, Future Heritage Lab, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA. Design as a Form of Self-Determination: Autonomous Interventions at the Azraq Refugee Camp.
3. Adriano Venudo, Researcher, University of Trieste, Italy. Geostories. Landscape along the Border Italia-Slovenia-Austria.
4. Cansu Denizhan, PhD Student, Eastern Mediterranean University, Cyprus & Maya Nanitchkova Ozturk, Associate Professor, Eastern Mediterranean University, Cyprus. Urban Generic Sites: Multi-sensory Spaces as Modes of Immediate Experience and ‘Dwelling’.

17:00-18:30 Session X (Room B - 10th Floor): Drawing and Representation: Environment-Landscape-City

**Chair:** Giulia Pellegrini, Associate Professor, Architecture-Polytechnic School, University of Genoa, Italy.

1. Patrizia Falzone, Associate Professor, University of Genova, Italy. A Method of Reading to Reconstruct an Identity Image of the Territory, and of the Landscape. Documents for Knowledge and Enhancement.

20:00- 21:30 Dinner

**Wednesday 5 June 2019**
Mycenae and Island of Poros Visit
Educational Island Tour

**Thursday 6 June 2019**
Delphi Visit

**Friday 7 June 2019**
Ancient Corinth and Cape Sounion
Carolyn Aguilar-Dubose
Professor, Universidad Iberoamericana, Mexico

City of Promenades

Studying old maps showing the transformation of Mexico City can unveil possible footprints and disappearance of historic facilities and utilities in the process of urban modernisation. The objective of this exercise is to uncover the location of old structures of Pre-Hispanic and Colonial Mexico City as a basis for creating a new footprint of urban memory and identity.

“A city of promenades” proposes the appropriation and use of public space, the recuperation of lost cultural and geographic landscapes; it takes the routes and paths, the aqueducts, the roads, the moats, the ramparts, the gates of the historic city and its connections to other villages which now conform this great metropolitan area and it revives them with a modern touch, to create a sense of meaningful place, giving the inhabitants the opportunity to experience the changes of a growing city.

These paths will serve as detonators of projects and actions which will improve patterns of use and sense of identity, offering landmarks, establishing linear parks as connectors of different scales of existing parks and, through modern design, creating a rediscovered footprint of monuments, landscapes and infrastructures long gone.

This proposal is an integral project for the Mexico City Metropolitan Area. It begins at the neighborhood level and forms part of an urban park system; connecting the surrounding natural landscapes and woodlands, the urban parks, sports clubs, neighborhood parks, squares, bridges, central reservations, sidewalks, tree and flower beds, chapels, rights of way, unused railways, roads, avenues, greenhouses, agricultural trails, cemeteries, brooks and waterways, ravines, canals, terraces, balconies, cloisters and convent patios, archeological sites and unbuilt urban block cores.

The city of paths and strolls, of boulevards, of old roads to ‘haciendas’ and convents, of dikes, gateways, old custom house gates, water fountains and springs, canals, causeways, watermills and aqueducts is an academic exercise with students and teachers to find a meaningful representation of the layers of history that builds a city and creates identity.
Mohammed Firoz Challappurath  
Assistant Professor, National Institute of Technology Calicut, India  
&  
Fathima Nidha  
Architect, National Institute of Technology Calicut, India  

Sustainable Development through Urban Farming:  
A Conceptual Model for Integrating Architecture with  
Agriculture at the Neighbourhood Level  

Agriculture is the backbone of Indian Economy. A majority of this agriculture produce is consumed by urban areas. Due to rapid urbanization, unplanned development, climatic changes, lack of resources, drop in agricultural practices and several other reasons the condition of farming in the country is at stake by losing a large amount of valuable agricultural land with no effective produce. Though, some of these reasons are inevitable and beyond our control, there exists several innovative solutions to address the loss of agriculture land and vegetation. One such solution is the proposals for an urban vertical farm in cities at a neighborhood level. Accordingly, this paper examines the farming history of India and the world from 9000 BCE onwards and analyses the change in farming trends and the need of an urban vertical farming is established through analysis of food Security issues, growing urban centers and migration; drop in agricultural practices and employment as well as climatic changes and its effect on farming. The economics of urban vertical farming is analyzed with respect to conventional farming methods. The different urban farming methods like vertical farms, window farms, green house farms, roof top farms by using technologies such as hydroponics, aquaponics, aeroponics etc. are explored. Several good practices elsewhere are also studied. As an output of the study, a module of urban farming tower as an Architectural design solution is proposed which can act as a self-sustained model for a small urban neighborhood of fifteen thousand population. It is presumed that this design model developed can be replicated elsewhere in any developing country thus contributing to sustainable development of settlements at large.
Historical elements are the important carriers of urban history and culture and the witnesses of urban historical development. However, in the process of urban renewal, the implementers often attach more importance to protection than expression, resulting in the gradual loss of historical information and the difficulty in discovering the true connotation of historical elements. This paper puts forward three factors that influence the spatial expression of historical elements— the current situation of historical elements, the feasibility of expression and the necessity of expression. On this basis, the paper constructs an expression strategy system and proposes five strategies of strengthening, identifying, replacing, reconstructing and metaphor. Then, taking the Zhonghang section in Qinhuai district of Nanjing as an example, the historical evolution is analyzed in depth and the historical elements of each era are extracted. After the overlapping analysis and evaluation of each historical element, it is brought into the expression strategy system constructed above to obtain the corresponding expression strategy of each element. In addition, typical elements of each expression strategy are selected and combined with practical operation to elaborate the application of the strategy in detail. On this basis, the renewal and construction of the location are guided, and the goal of applying the theoretical system to the case study is realized.
Geofusion: Cities, Regions, Nations in the Geoconomy Age; the Power of Geography

The study behind this presentation is based on a thorough investigation regarding the recent global, social and geographical processes. The presentation ‘Geofusion’ guides the audience with the help of maps in the global world of the 21st century through the quest for the winning nations, communities, leaders and powers of this age.

The findings of the study include a significant recognition that the scientists who are taken as explorers geostrategists of this century in this case, are expected to present guidelines of our connected world full of global social and economic challenges. In 2017 the author issued his book in Hungarian and English alike titled Geofusion: Mapping of the 21st Century. This paper presents the basic message of his book involving the following statements: We have to redraw our conventional maps replacing them with maps of questions making up objectives. Creativity and geo-knowledge is the pledge of a winning position in global economic competition. In the future’s economic competition, if taken as a race, creativity is the fuel, connection networks and knowledge represent the safety belt. Local resources help us to go international. We can enter international geo-fusion networks only via our local community’s values. Positive effects of co-operation, cultural diplomacy, knowledge and talent have to be trusted.

New Global Cities – Powerhouses in the 21st Century

According to various research and forecasts, the main economic concentration will be in 40 megacities and global centers. Based on various competitiveness analyzes and indices, global city centers and city networks are outlined, but if we look at other aspects of urban development like complexity, connectivity, creativity, technological development, viability, green cities, pedestrian and child friendly cities, creative and cultural centers, cultural spaces and knowledge centers, we get a city competitiveness index with quite new complex indicators. The research shows this result. In addition to the megacities and the global centers, with the investigation of functionality we got 64 so called ‘fusionopolis’ (i.e. fusion-polis) which stand for the most decisive economic power centers of the 21st century. In this city competition Asian centers considerably rise, as the world’s functional city competitiveness index is being formed.
Using the lately discovered geographic and economic interrelations, the presentation tries to give a prognosis of the global processes. The methodology contains the survey and analysis of many recent publications worldwide, regarding geostrategic, cultural, geographical, social and economic surveys structured into global networks.

In conclusion the author presents the result of the study which is a collage of the global map of the 21st century as mentioned above. In summary the presentation displays the results of a several year long study giving the audience an image how economic navigation tools can help the investors and travelers to get along in the changing new world.
Urban Generic Sites: Multi-Sensory Spaces as Modes of Immediate Experience and ‘Dwelling’

Dwelling as a natural condition of the human existence/ being occurs during the inseparable correlation between space and body. (Heidegger, 1971) The knowledge of the environment arises out via multi-sensory experiences of the self/ body as a path of the recognition. Tuan mentioned about the major impact of multi-sensory experiences by its transformative effect/ability on space which could become a place by this gained knowledge. (Tuan, 1977) Dominance of sight and the negligence of multi-sensory experiences which withdrawn the human being from existential realism is one of the major problem of this study. (Pallasma, 2012) Architecture: ‘the physical presence of dwellers’ as a primitive hint on the capacity of ‘poesies’ unfolds from existential reality. The aim of this study is to analyses identification of space by looking the process of the correlation between space and body on generic dwelling spaces. Those generic spaces: natural site (as a primitive immediate space), historical site (authentic /memorial, tactile spaces), temporary spaces (transformative action based space /space of change) and domestic spaces (as a man-made, nucleus and condense space of dwellers) were chosen by their high stimulation effects through the senses which represent valuable generic dwelling condition. In this study, houses considered as a compact identical unit as a part of whole identity of the urban space where it belongs. Also how environment forms the identity and infuse to the domestic spaces via experiences is one of the primary consideration of this research.
Sara Eriche  
PhD Student, University of Genova, Italy

Development and Transformation of the Urban Fabric of the Historic Centre of Genoa: The Case Study of Via dei Giustiniani

The study proposed for this research aims to investigate the dynamics, the reasons behind the urban transformations that over the centuries have affected the urban fabric of Genoa.

This type of analysis of the built environment, developed through the tools of survey and representation, is a process of analytical and synthetic knowledge of reality.

Through the relief of a building, we are able to reconstruct the processes and transformations that have affected the object of study in a backward path, starting from the object until you reach the idea behind the design intention.

For Argan: "The operation that leads to the identification of the type is similar to that of redrawing on transparent maps works already made that have particular common characters, to superimpose the drawings and identify all the elements that coincide, to discard those that do not coincide." (G. C. Argan, 1962 conference on architectural typology). Within this process, the study and identification of typological matrices are a fundamental part of the understanding of the dynamics underlying the evolution of the historic center of Genoa.

There are different definitions of "type": this research follows the indications and methods of reading the urban fabric theorized by Saverio Muratori first and Gianfranco Caniggia, then they have centralized their studies on the issues of building typology, urban and territorial.

Starting from this methodological basis, this research focuses its objectives on the study of a portion of the historic center (Via dei Giustiniani), older and richer in evidence of the evolution of the urban fabric, highlighting the mutual relationships of geometric forms in plan and the resulting spatial and volumetric articulation. In particular, the aim is to propose innovative representative models based on the use of surveying tools and modern softwares for representation.

The article aims to address the study of the relationship between architectural design and the way in which it is represented, through drawing, in the different phases that characterize it and through the analysis of examples of a specific lot of Via Giustiniani: it comes to the identification of some common aspects of drawing in the design process, in order to understand the role and influence of the representative act in the various moments of definition and to identify some constant and general rules related to the purposes pursued.
The design is in danger of being relegated to the communication of results and of confusing its own identity with that of the image. It is therefore essential to reflect on its historical evolution and try to understand in depth the substance of the changes taking place, in order to acquire awareness and control over the new graphic tools available for the representation of the architectural project.
Patrizia Falzone  
Associate Professor, University of Genova, Italy

A Method of Reading to Reconstruct an Identity Image of the Territory, and of the Landscape. Documents for Knowledge and Enhancement

The Object of Study

The theme for experimentation of the method is the Genoese territory, outside the medieval walls of 1155 of the city of Genoa; a natural amphitheater, constituted by a mountain range, overlooking the sea and the historic city, with a continuous ridge counterpointed by medieval convents and forts.

But, this natural environment (unlike the compact historical center of Genoa), from the second half of the nineteenth century has been so strongly transformed that it is almost totally unrecognizable today: the natural mantle now all built up, and the historic buildings (the Genoese aristocracy’s Villas) constituting the settlement called "di villa", no longer recognizable in the recent compact residential construction.

In fact, all the free spaces of the villas - orchards, cultivated areas, parks and gardens - have been used for the massive expansion of residential buildings, and for that, even more heavily, industrial, of the nineteenth century, especially in the Genoese west.

So the territory, once organized in the agricultural properties of the major Genoese families, has seen modified its image and its structure, for villas with their agricultural properties: to the east of the city, beyond the Bisagno torrent, the suburban territory of Albaro, and, to the west, beyond the Gulf of Genoa, beyond the pier and the Lanterna, the territory of San Pier d'Arena and Cornigliano, villages on either side of the Polcevera torrent.

An environment originally distinguished by a harmonious building-nature relationship, in direct continuation of the two components - natural and built - with particularly scenographic characters, both for the shape of the territory, almost always on the slope, and, in particular, for the colours, vivid and brilliant of the built, the work of man, counterpointed by those equally bright of the natural environment: vegetation, sky, and sea.

Colours that interacting with each other give rise to overall environmental characters, both to close perception and to distant perception, absolutely original and particular, in part now lost, with loss of a part of great value in the overall context of the historical environmental heritage.
The Method
Rereading a territory and its transformations requires the support of numerous types of documents:

- historical cartography, for cadastral purposes, from the eighteenth century, to read its structure, dimensions and characters.
- of the classic bird’s-eye views, of Genoa, of its gulf, and of its territory, from the XIII century, which document the perception of these characters;
- architectural and environmental surveys of the seventeenth-eighteenth, as in the case of Liguria, those very important, realized by M. P. Gauthier and R. Reinhardt.

Moreover, in the Genoese case, the very important information already existing requires to be integrated with those for the identification of colours: both the type of vegetation and of the built; this requires referring to those productions that express the interest and the will to see and show colors, that is:
- oil and watercolor paintings from the sixteenth to the seventeenth century, up to the twentieth century, which still document this uncontaminated environment also in its colours: buildings and nature. Materials that constitute an exceptional completion, also for the sensitive interpretation of the spirit of the place, in this case the Genoese one.

Phases
1 Genoese territory and urban form. Morphological characters. Use.
   Development and transformations.
   1.1 History of the origins, characters and development of the villa structure of the territory of the Genovesato
   1.2 Genoese territory and urban form in historical views: the landscape.
   1.3 Genoese territory and urban form in the cartography of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
   1.4 Genoese territory and urban form in the eighteenth and nineteenth century surveys.
   1.5. Genoese territory and urban form in postcards and photographs of the nineteenth / twentieth century.
   1.5. Genoese territory and urban form in the current Cartography and in the current image.

2 Landscape and Colour
   2.1 The landscape of the villa and the colour in painting, from the 18th to the 20th century.
2.2 Catalog of colours from watercolors and oil paintings, for knowledge, documentation and enhancement

Conclusions

This knowledge, very important, is a specific key to reading through which to be able to decipher villas and historic buildings, so as to re-identify, identifying, an environmental heritage, and a settlement model, now consisting of rare buildings with their green spaces, which needs absolutely, in an undifferentable way, for the state of emergency in which it is concerned, similar to the one reserved to the historical center of Genoa, even if the relevant landscape and environmental features still documented in historical maps, prints and paintings.
Research on Workers' Housing in Nanjing from 1949 to 1978: Evolution, Status Quo, Development Trend

At present, China has entered an urbanization era dominated by inventory development. Under this new development situation, research and support for the protection and development of built heritage needs to be supported to avoid the destruction of historical value and characteristic urban space. Worker housing is an important part of industrial heritage. Studying its evolution and current distribution can provide support for the protection of workers' housing.

The period of large-scale construction of workers' housing was in the planned economy period of the first 30 years of the founding of the People's Republic of China. The residential construction in Nanjing during this period had the stage characteristics of the planned economy period. During this period, the completed area of residential buildings reached 400.77 million m$^2$ and the per capita living area was 4.83m$^2$ to 5.03m$^2$, residential area increased by 3.21 million m$^2$. This paper takes the workers' housing in Nanjing from 1949 to 1978 as the research object, analyses the basic situation of the workers' housing during this period, analyses the construction and development and spatial distribution of the different historical stages of the workers' housing, and explores the current development characteristics of the workers' housing. Finally, the construction mechanism, evolution mechanism and future development challenges of workers' housing in different development stages are summarized.

The first part of this paper summarizes the evolution of the existing workers' housing in Nanjing from 1949 to 1978, and analyses its spatial distribution characteristics.

The second part of this paper analyses the spatial distribution characteristics of workers' housing in Nanjing, combining the current distribution of workers' housing space, the current housing construction management system, the current situation of workers' housing construction, the current status of workers' housing land, and the status quo workers. Housing construction layout characteristics, etc.;

The third part of this paper is mainly about the construction and evolution mechanism of workers' housing in Nanjing from 1949 to 1978. It is mainly divided into three stages: 1949-1978, 1979-present and future.
Ilaria Geddes
Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Cyprus, Cyprus

Understanding the Mechanisms and Impact of Growth on the Urban Form and Functioning of Cities

In the great majority of cases cities have been steadily growing and becoming increasingly complex through urbanization. Waves of growth may have occurred at different times and the characteristics of growth may vary depending on the geographical location of the city and its socio-economic and demographic context. However, it remains that common features, invariants, processes and regularities are persistently found in cities and in their growth mechanisms. These must be understood and exploited in our attempt to sustain better living environments. A key problem in our ability to analyze and understand the complexity of the urban form is the long-standing isolation of analytical approaches which were developed in different countries and research environments. Even more difficult is to develop and agree on a system of analysis which is able to capture the universal mechanisms through which cities change and assess how such changes impact on the functioning of cities, providing the evidence base to manage, mitigate and exploit the impact of growth and urban transformation.

This paper presents a transdisciplinary approach to urban analysis, which enables the deployment of multiple methods under a common framework. The approach is taken from the field of philosophy and the concept of cities as assemblages; within this a combination of social research methods and urban analysis tools are integrated to provide a comprehensive methodology for diachronic analysis of city development, thus enabling the understanding and assessment of growth patterns. The approach was tested in the case study of Limassol, Cyprus: a diachronic analysis of the city was carried out using historical and archival research, interviews with stakeholders, space syntax analysis, block size and land use analysis, mapping of contemporary census data as well as illustrative case studies. The aim of the research was to identify the mechanisms of growth which led to Limassol’s specific urban form and identity. This paper presents the key research findings and discusses the extent to which the processes identified can be generalisable, how the proposed approach performed in this specific case, how it can be applicable to other contexts, the research challenges, contributions and prospects.
Xue Geng  
Master Student, Southeast University, China

A Study on the Revitalization of Traditional Villages in Southern Anhui Based on the Symbiosis Theory: A Case Study of Nanping, Anhui Province

China is a traditional agricultural country with traditional villages distributed in vast areas. These villages are rich in historical information and cultural landscapes and they are also the living heritage of traditional culture. The homesickness and historical memory of the Chinese are hidden in these traditional villages.

With the change of China's late Qing Dynasty and the twists and turns in urban construction after the founding of the People's Republic of China, the traditional villages have been in an unstable state. In recent decades, with the development trend of social diversification, the society has changed too much and too fast. The space of traditional villages is affected and the space is chaotic. The development and revitalization of traditional villages are severe.

This research based on the symbiosis theory analyzes the logical relationship between the traditional village symbiosis unit, symbiotic environment and symbiosis mode, and constructs the symbiotic model of traditional villages in southern Anhui. This study takes Nanping Village in Anhui Province as an example. The study explores the rural revitalization model of Nanping Village from various perspectives such as industry, economy, population and culture. This paper provides specific rural renewal recommendations and measures in terms of architecture, planning and management.
Rebecca Heckmann  
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Development of an Emission Calculation Tool for Sustainable Route Planning  

The volume of traffic in cities and the associated emissions are currently the focus of social debates. Criticism of automotive-oriented urban redevelopment, conflicts over driving bans in inner cities and the question of how to make cities more liveable and more attractive for pedestrians and cyclists - in the interests of health and the environment - are central aspects. The strengthening of the sustainability concept, as well as the necessary reduction of emissions, urge the state and local authorities to act. In 2019, Stuttgart was the first German city to impose a ban on diesel driving. Such bans should lead to a lower number of vehicles, but at the same time alternatives need to be created. The change to sustainable mobility requires a multi-layered and integrated concept. According to a survey by HFT Stuttgart, the environmental aspect only plays a subordinate role when deciding on a means of transport, while factors such as reliability, travel time, costs and flexibility are decisive for the user. Pursuant to Pez (1998), a decision in favour of a means of transport is only made if there is no pronounced mobility behaviour. Assuming that younger people do not yet have a fixed mobility pattern, there is great potential at universities, to influence behaviour in an ecological way. In order to achieve a rethink, the sustainability aspect is placed in the centre as a decision criterion for the choice of means of transport, but the relevant selection criteria of the user are not lost sight of. This concept is implemented via an add-on for existing route planning applications. The add-on visualizes the environmental aspect by integrating emission calculations for different ways to manage a route and a classification. To promote the use of the add-on, a bonus system and game functions are implemented.
Guohua Hu  
MPhil Student, Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong

The Making of “Political Enclave Economy” in China

The paper investigates a special political enclave economy in China, in other words, the state-promoted interjurisdictional economy. Unlike other types (ethnic, FDI etc.), such enclave economy is developed by some segregated administrative units for the purposes of resources, cooperation etc. It is thus distinct for its political heterogeneities, which is mostly influenced by the state’s regulation. More specifically, the administrative boundaries set limits for Chinese local states, who have to switch roles between competitors and collaborators from time to time, leading to unstable spatialities. This paper draws on Lefebvre’s theorisation of state and space to comprehend this phenomenon, mainly by his threefold schema of "homogeneity-fragmentation-hierarchization", arguing that these dimensions belong to a continuum with endogenous "heterogeneities". During the process of state’s production of space, the “homogeneity” phase aims at getting rid of the “heterogeneity”, while the other two help generating new “heterogeneities” under state’s will, once the new runs counter to the governance, another round of schema will come into being. In practice, original political segregation presents the major heterogeneity, and by state-driven cooperation, a series of "homogeneity-fragmentation-hierarchization" works to establish a new special support for the making of political enclave economy. Empirical cases indicate that local states try to break through jurisdictional limits, which are outcomes of the former process of "homogeneity-fragmentation-hierarchization", and re-homogenize the institutional heterogeneity, to gain more resources of land, labor and developing opportunities.
Richard Jelier
Professor and Director, School of Public, Nonprofit and Health Administration, Grand Valley State University, USA

The Emergence of Moscow, Russia: A Progressive, Cosmopolitan World City within an Autocratic State

Benjamin Barber author of If Mayor’s Ruled the World: Dysfunctional Nations/Rising Cities (2013) claims as nation states are failing on a global scale, cities are offering a progressive working framework to improve economic performance, environmental sustainability and quality of life. My research as a former Fulbright Scholar at Moscow State University, in Moscow, Russia, will evaluate surprising progress made by the City of Moscow in improving the infrastructure, the built environment and development policies to compete favorably with other global cities. Research methodology includes primary source documents, empirical data and semi-structured interviews.

Indeed, former Mayor Yury Luzhkov (1992-2000) helped usher in a great revival in Moscow, securing a degree of autonomy and finding a place as an emerging global city in an interdependent world. Moscow is the largest city in Europe with an official population of 11.5 million. Urban primacy is evident in Moscow as the city constitutes nearly one quarter of Russia’s GDP. The average official income of Muscovites is four times the average Russian.

Russia’s metropolitan development approaches are quite distinct from the patterns in North America or Western Europe. Yet, more recently the Soviet policies that worked to keep cities compact have weakened, even while market liberalization of the Russian Federation and new conceptions about the role of localism and the state is unleashing new creative potentials that will be analyzed.

This research specifically investigates Moscow’s recent efforts to improve infrastructure - parks, historic environment, transport, urban services and the development of an international business center. Ultimately this research evaluates whether these advancements positions Moscow as a model of well-functioning urbanism worthy of notice on the world stage.
Gregoris Kalnis  
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**AUS: An Open-Ended Tool for Interlinking Urban Situations**

This paper demonstrates that the mapping, analysis and documentation of a project, regarding urban scale design approaches can act as a useful process that contributes to the spread of knowledge, especially regarding real-life, problematic and hard to resolve urban situations. Nevertheless, the process of project mapping itself can definitely be a challenging procedure that requires a systematic and methodological approach to be addressed and involves, as mentioned, the thorough analysis, recording and the intelligently retrieving of the embedded information among the recorded projects. In fact, the process of project mapping can be such a complex task that could well be accomplished by incorporating the methods and principles of open-source approaches.

This research paper focuses on the mapping tool’s necessity, describes the basic principles for its construction and provides a series of guidelines for its practical application. Specifically, the paper proposes the development and the potential use of a project’s mapping tool, regarding a number of different urban conditions in everyday practice, taking the Europan competition projects’ pool as a starting point and the collective practices that are interrelated to them. The latter becomes also its key asset, which is exactly that it suggests a system that reveals interconnected conditions instead of being solely a means for documenting the entirety of the architectural competitions’ content. Although, initially designed to enhance the access to Europan’s archive, the main objective of the proposed ‘AUS’ tool is to eventually provide insight into the urban design approaches and interventions for a large number of difficult to resolve urban situations, and moreover to give open access to any interested party. Consequently, the application, constant development and broadening of the tool, can foster the emergence of several urban design patterns, by which possible ‘typologies’ of urban strategies or design approaches could emerge.

References to comparable, previous methodological approaches, such as Alexander’s ‘Pattern Language’ and Bunschoten’s more recent ‘Urban Gallery’, were used as a starting point by the author to propose the shared and open-ended methodological tool. Furthermore, the author employed analytical approach methods regarding selective contemporary urban projects for the development of the ‘AUS’ tool.
Bun Song Lee  
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Characteristics of Cities Encouraging Bus Commuting, Subway Commuting, and Active Commuting (Biking and Walking to Workplaces) in the United States

In my coauthored paper published in *International Journal of Sustainable Transportation* (2016) “Bus commuting, subway commuting, and walking to workplaces in US cities: Socioeconomic factors of transit commuters,” we investigated bus ridership data in small- and medium-sized US cities, which has been primarily ignored in the earlier literature. We also analyzed data on bus commuters, subway commuters, and walkers to workplaces in the eight largest cities with extensive subway systems and 22 other large cities. The analysis employed the 2010 US Census (IPUMS data). Generally, the characteristics of subway commuters are quite different from those of bus commuters. The characteristics of walkers in all the US cities are very similar to those who commute by bus.

In the proposed paper we will expand our previous study in two directions: First, we will pool different years’ US Population census data including 1990, 2000 and 2010. By doing this we will investigate how commuting behaviors in US small and medium-sized cities have changed over the time.

Second, our new analysis will concentrate on identifying characteristics of U.S. cities which encourage usages of bus commuting, subway commuting, and active commuting (biking and walking to workplaces). These characteristics of U.S. metropolitan areas will include both socioeconomic characteristics and transportation related infrastructures in each city.
Claudio Meninno
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Architecture and Infrastructure: Strategies, Methods and Techniques of Integrated Design for Cross-Border Territorial Development in Europe

The research aims to analyze the relationships between architecture and infrastructure by identifying the methods and techniques for the enhancement of the cross-border area between Italy and Slovenia, and in particular the territory of Gorizia and Nova Gorica. In addition to the general principles for territorial action, it is required to identify concrete cases capable of triggering the dynamics of economic development among the neighboring states within the European Community.

The objectives can be summarized as follows:

Identification of a methodology for the analysis and design of infrastructural networks aimed at the creation and development of large cross-border infrastructures for the economic development of a given geographical area.

Definition of a model of infrastructural and economic relations between member states of the European Community such as to be used as a reference in transnational development processes (this aspect was welcomed with particular interest by the President of the European Parliament, who gave initiative the Patronage of the European Parliament).

Identification of the areas involved in the construction of the research infrastructure, analysis of the needs and territorial repercussions, identification of the urban and architectural works necessary for the proper functioning of the operation and possible developments obtainable on the urban area concerned.

Expected Results

Identification of the actions necessary for the economic-functional success of a cross-border infrastructure node placed in a favorable strategic position (integrated logistics-economic platform).

Analysis of good practices for the identification of areas suitable for the acceptance of similar integrated areas and for their correct development.

Definition of punctual interventions related to the realization of the project.
Definition of a Replicable Model on European Scale

The picture that emerges is the definition of an integrated economic-logistic platform capable of being characterized as a retroport for the port system of the Northern Adriatic Sea and which could also benefit from the recognition of the status of a Special Transfrontier Economic Zone. This is made even more concrete by the direct relationship with the European Adriatic-Baltic and Mediterranean connecting axes, by the benefits deriving from the presence of the Northern Adriatic Sea ports system and in particular from the Free Port of Trieste.

In this extremely positive framework, the project could represent a point of union between various infrastructural layers and at the same time constitute the "positive systemic shock" identified by the research as an element capable of initiating rapid innovation processes for the territory analyzed.

Similar experiences on comparable areas have generated economic benefits such as to trigger urban and territorial regeneration operations with significant effects on the urban structure of the neighboring cities. Furthermore, this condition makes it possible to hypothesise the creation of architectural opportunities to encourage the reuse of abandoned or underused industrial areas, barracks (particularly numerous in the analyzed area), state-owned buildings and brownfields inside urban areas.
Conversion Area Eleonas, Athens.
Urban Transformation Projects within the Framework of the Urban Design Studio at Vienna University of Technology

Eleonas district - originally an olive grove - is the infrastructural 'digestion apparatus' of Athens, located in the immediate proximity of the historical center and a gigantic conversion area in the time horizon of the next five to twenty years.

The task of the Urban Design Studio was to develop and present scenarios for this transformation based on synthetic thinking and action. The whole project is related to a cooperation agreement between the cities of Vienna and Athens.

Students were expected to develop both provocative and insightful approaches on Eleonas today’s challenges, pressures, potential and complex circumstances in order to lead the way to change and decision.

The final outcome of the first two semesters (Winter Semester 2017-18 and Summer Semester 2018) was the development of ideas and proposals based on the various characteristics of Eleonas, taking also into consideration the existing plans and strategies of the different municipalities.

The goal of the final semester (Winter Semester 2018/19) was to bring together the previous work into a compact and applicable ‘synthesis plan’/ ‘composition’/ ‘set of strategies’ for Eleonas. Our students elaborated in one compact team in order to propose a new dynamic and desirable vision with a forward-thinking concept, flexible urban strategies and specific guidelines/remarks.

This paper introduces the working process and the final results in order to bring Eleonas’ issues in the discourse between politics, the city (public and authorities) and the university.
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Heritage Replacements: Convent, Square and Contemporary. Urban Transformations in Andalusian Medium-Sized Cities

Located to the south of the Iberian Peninsula, Andalusia (Spain) has a large territory articulated by a powerful network of medium-sized cities. This system is determined by the presence of convents and monastic complexes that characterize and differentiate them. Since the end of the Middle Ages, conventual foundations have been intensified, allowing Catholic orders to take root in the social, political and urban fabric of a large part of the region. In the case of Andalusia, cities such as Seville, Jerez, Córdoba or Écija stand out within the conventual panorama being examples of reference for the rest of cities in the Andalusian territory, reaching their influence to the American continent.

The conventual typology has shaped the urban fabric acting as equipment during the Modern Age. Following a well-thought-out implementation process, enormous buildings are constructed, occupying entire blocks, which directly affect the transits and internal organisation of the city, both in intramural and extramural areas. Incorporating hospitals, schools, customs and orchards, they became civic, commercial and even industrial centres. In the mid-nineteenth century, the disentailment processes combined with the incorporation of new concepts of urban restructuring based on the Enlightenment led to the expropriation, demolition and disappearance of a large part of the monastic spaces. The need to "modernise" and "sanitise" the urban fabric led to the construction of plazas, the opening of avenues or the liberation of clogged spaces.

The square will be the great protagonist at this stage, representing a renewed and contemporary image. The last of the heritage relays described is the one that would replace the perimeter buildings built to accommodate the squares in buildings with their own unique, iconic architectural language. Once the square had become a symbolic space of
civil power, another power, the financial power, puts into practice its capacity to promote, through a contemporary language, create architectures representing brands, companies and institutions.

The urban transformations suffered from the conventual typology is a widespread phenomenon in the European sphere. These, despite being more visible because of their scale in the medium-sized cities of Andalusia, have not been the subject of comprehensive studies. In this article, we will analyse the transfer of heritage values as a result of the relays of power and the social changes that have occurred since the French Revolution. The transformation of convent into square and its subsequent leap to the contemporaneity is what the present contribution will try to show, pretending to serve as an example for the detection of similar processes in the European Mediterranean panorama.
Dimitris Panayotopoulos-Tsiros
PhD Candidate, University College London, UK

Scale and Perceptions of Urban Voids in Post-Industrial Cities. Learnings from Eleonas in Athens, Greece

The urban environment is often constituted of “patchworks of urbanisms” that result in the creation of urban voids; large inactive and neglected areas where key urban, social and environmental aspects are overshadowed by the speculative value of the territory.

By focusing on a single case study – the industrial urban void “Eleonas” in Athens – this research traces the transformation of the area in time and space and tracks the evolution of the notion of the void at the large, intermediate and local scales. Through mappings and interviews with policy makers, residents, employees and academics this paper explores under what conditions an area is seen as a “void” and how does this affect decision-making.

It has been found that tensions regarding whether areas are considered empty/filled, abandoned/in use, useful/worthless, etc. are inherent to the notion of the urban void and change depending on the scale of investigation. As these dichotomies appear regardless of the configurations of power or planning externalities, this paper argues that they are subjective perceptions that can become a tool of transformative change skewing decision-making towards specific actions and developments.

Using a trans-scalar and relational framework, this research provides with an understanding of the case that is broad enough to relate it to the wider metropolitan dynamics and narrow enough to include the day-by-day reality and ultimately question the assumption of Eleonas as an urban void.
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Using the Smart Growth Principles for Real Estate Development around Rapid Transit Stations to Achieve Sustainability

Real estate development around rapid transit stations in Bangkok, Thailand, has been highly desirable for decades. A major drawback is that development depends on the individual idea of each real estate developer, without consideration for the quality improvement of the whole area around transit stations. Moreover, all developments are controlled by out-of-date regulations. Therefore, the land use around rapid transit stations does not promote economic, social, and environmental sustainability pillars. Recently, the Thai government introduced a policy which hopes to use the Transit Oriented Development (TOD) concept as a crucial tool to make national rail development projects successful. Nonetheless, such projects have a high risk of being unsustainable as there is no TOD guidelines issued, and no requirement for the bidders to specify the economic activities and the size of the population around the stations following internationally accepted guidelines. This paper, thus, is to affirm that “using the Smart Growth principles for real estate development around rapid transit stations helps to achieve sustainability.”

The case study presented in this paper is an example of the real estate development around the rapid transit stations in the municipality of Rayong. This municipality is where the government plans to build one of its high speed train stations in an urgent plan to develop the Eastern Economic Corridor. The characteristics of Rayong Municipality are suitable for development utilising the Smart Growth principles. Data was collected through public hearings, spatial surveys, hands-on workshops, and questionnaires. Data analysis methods included content analysis along with percentage and mean statistics. The main content of this paper will show the process of using analysis results to create a master plan for real estate development projects around transit stations. Such a process starts by identifying the boundaries of the area to be developed, followed by reorganizing internal plot boundaries, then specifying how each plot of land is divided up to achieve cohesive mixed use. The density and height of buildings is then decided upon, followed by the calculation of building foot prints and whole building areas, and lastly the size of the population around the station is forecasted.
The creation of this master plan proved to the stakeholder that “using the Smart Growth principles for real estate development around rapid transit station areas to achieve sustainability” is acceptable for future implementation. Also, the master plan helped to forecast a population growing to 313,337 in 20 years. This is highly beneficial for investment plans for real estate and rail system development projects.
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City of Belgrade: Between Reality and the European Green Capital

Internationally granted and recognized awards, that a city could win, represent humongous capital for the city itself but also for the entire state. Starting from the support for improvement and empowerment of certain aspects, all the way to boosting number of tourists, a nomination process brings entire series of direct and indirect benefits. One of such awards is the European Green Capital that requires, similar to other competitions of that kind, serious preparation process and significant fulfilment of preconditions. Judging by the documents prepared by or in cooperation with the Belgrade city Secretariat for Environmental Protection, environmental filed is one of the most covered when it comes to the city development. However, qualities of a green capital depend on substantially more complex set of factors than just an active engagement of an institution or a sector. In addition, Belgrade differentiates from the cities that have been awarded the European Green City title so far for being a non-EU city and for still undergoing an intense urban transformation followed by economic challenges – characteristic for transitional countries.

In September 2018, the Mayor of Belgrade signed an agreement letter with the Mayor of Ljubljana (the European Green Capital for 2016), thus establishing official cooperation in experience and knowledge exchange on the matter of nomination and winning the Green Capital title. Therefore, the main focus of this article will be review of current state of Belgrade’s environmental qualities and other preconditions necessary for the European Green City competition nomination. Indicating the difference between where it currently is and where it should be, the results are expected to help in the Belgrade’s nomination process, but also to be an example for any other European city with the similar ambition.
Melina Philippou  
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Design as a Form of Self-Determination: Autonomous Interventions at the Azraq Refugee Camp

The paper investigates design methodologies for autonomous interventions in refugee camps as a means to reconstitute the ontological deprivation of displaced communities in spaces of containment based on the case study of the Al Azraq refugee camp, Jordan.

In the absence of effective citizenship and institutions able to enforce international laws, refugees exist in the legal order within extraterritorial spaces such as Refugee Camps. In a philosophical level, Hannah Arendt and Giorgio Agamben argue on the ontological deprivation of Stateless people in refugee camps. Arendt suggests that camps separate stateless people from the common world geographically, socially, economically and politically, depriving humans of their primary capacity to influence their lives meaningfully. Giorgio Agamben supports a similar position referring to life in the camp as Bios, a life deprived of any meaning beyond biological needs.

The paper will discuss design as an act of self-determination in environments of ontological deprivation. Representative examples of the creative work of displaced Syrian refugees at the Al Azraq refugee camp bring forth non-institutional methodological tools that re-constitute the social and cultural values of communities in threat.

Operating in the boundaries of organized design, emerging from the bottom up and with the use of limited resources Bricolage, Hacking and Tactical Design transform and question the existing humanitarian design system to introduce a new approach for design in spaces facilitating refugees departing from life as bios and reflecting collective identity.

Examples span from cultural artifacts assembled with found objects (Bricolage) to Do It Yourself devices playfully overcoming camp regulations (Hacking) and camp regulation adaptations as a result of demonstration projects by displaced Syrians (Tactical Design).

The paper leverages the resources of the MIT-FHL two-year engagement with displaced Syrians at the Al Azraq Refugee Camp, Jordan with the support of the humanitarian aid organization CARE, supervised by UNHCR, and the German-Jordanian University (GJU) in Amman as part of the 1002 Inventions research project.
Urban Gulliver and the Negotiation of Public Space

Urban Gulliver is a fictional urban character, introduced by the author out the need to react to the contemporary challenges of the urbanization process, with special focus on the European cityscape. It represents the outline of an implementation strategy of large-scaled, hybrid structures in urban settings. The strategy sets the focus on the agglutinant, the binding element necessary for creating the synapses between L-sized structures and their surrounding urban fabric: the public realm.

The provision of public spaces is a city’s main responsibility. Ironically, public spaces have become the vehicle of the privatization process of the city. The shift from public sector towards private ownership models, the increasing density and changing patterns of public life in the European metropolises call for reactions. Urban public ground is reduced, restricted and diminished through the privatization process. Despite maintaining an apparent accessibility, this process superposes a layer of restrictions that transform the space and induce an almost invisible shift, not easy to perceive in everyday life. At first glance, urban privatized areas are seductive: clean, safe, well-designed, apparently welcoming and civilized. In exchange, the users have to accept the compromise of rewriting their behavior. As the concept of public realm has diversified and become elastic in the last decades, three phenomena were considered influential: interiorization, privatization and commercialization – all three byproducts of the vehement commodification process that affects large-scale ensembles. These mutations occurred especially at the encounter of city and building – Urban Gulliver’s neuralgic spot.

The paper discusses the formalization of such public-private agreements (privately owned public spaces, business improvement districts etc.) and the consequences of the privatization patterns that affect large-scaled structures. The study looks for administrative and planning tools – from the realm of urban design and architecture – to counteract the evaluated negative outcomes of the privatization of public spaces and turn the pessimistic discourse into a benefit for the collective experience of public space. Methodologically, the paper relies on the analysis of case studies and the comparison of architectural and administrative means of action. In this regard, the study uses the analysis of the L’Illa Diagonal (Moneo & de Solà-Morales, Barcelona, 1993) as the Litmus test, to extract and extrapolate a set of intervention instruments.
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Corporation Sector Changes in European Urban Areas versus other Parts of the World

In today’s globalized world, urban areas may play a variety of roles. One of the main themes in contemporary urban studies is research work on the command and control function generated by the presence of major corporation headquarters. The purpose of the paper is to show changes in the sector specialization of corporations located in urban areas in the years 2006 – 2016. The study is focused on European urban areas. The potential of the command and control (C&C) function of urban areas is determined via the number of industry sectors to which major corporations belong as well as their financial results. C&C functions are generated by corporations on the Forbes Global 2000 list and these corporations are examined in this study.

The potential of the C&C function was investigated for three geographic regions over the study period: North America, Asia, Western Europe. Only two urban areas found in Central and Eastern Europe meet the required criteria: Moscow, Warsaw. The examined urban areas are characterized by a significant variability of industry sectors: Tokyo – industry, New York – finance, San Jose – IT, Houston – energy. London and Paris are leading urban areas in the European financial sector. In most cases, European urban areas are home to all sectors of the economy, while North American urban areas tend to be dominated by IT and finance, and Asian urban areas by industry. Hence, it may be assumed that the corporations in an area reflect regional specializations. However, these specializations change over time (10-year study period). For example, the concentration of finance in Europe and North America decreased over the study period. In addition, energy saw a decline in North America. In Asia, the role of financial corporations increased in this period, with a parallel decline in industry. The changes are an outcome of global processes that tend to shift production and decision centers to countries with lower costs of production.
Public Space and Artefacts: Several Alterations of Historical Squares in the Czech Republic

Touristic mode, widely understood as accumulation of perceptions, is embedded in contemporary society. It has influenced not only functioning and reception of cities but also cities’ agenda of making alteration of public space. The touristic mode is related to another overwhelming feature of our society namely aestheticisation. Indeed, aestheticisation often affects alteration of public space.

The paper looks at different examples of several alterations of historic squares in the Czech Republic where artefacts play a crucial role, paying attention to the relationship between artefacts, space and special delineation and their perception. The paper focuses on the relation between object and historic built environment and how it is influenced by touristic and aesthetic reception of the city and also by legacy of modernity. The latter is deeply rooted in the Czech modern architecture which had specific nationalistic and political context within the Czech history.

The role which artefacts play in modification of public space is often related to the touristic mode, to the legacy of modernity and to the phenomenon of aestheticisation. The mentioned approaches and tendencies which also shape alteration of public space will be critically discussed in regard to the preservation of historic environment.

The paper departs from the theoretical approaches of B. Groys, W. Benjamin and Z. Bauman, relating them to the concrete examples of alteration of public space of several historic squares in the Czech Republic.
Artisanal Fashion Networks in Regenerated Urban Areas of Taiwan

The creative economy with its constituent sectors, the creative and cultural industries, currently constitutes a hot topic of global dimensions because it fosters creativity and innovation, which can lead to fresh business models. In the discourse of regeneration projects within cities, networks of production and consumption as well as creative place-making take center stage of inclusive growth and sustainable competitiveness. In this article, we attempt to explore the emergence of urban artisanal luxury where fashion designers and crafters operate in a close-knit city network, and produce and sell their products in evocatively regenerated urban areas. This bears very little resemblance to luxury conglomerates dominating the international retail landscape and their effects on severely restricting creativity for local talents. We assume that an urban artisanal luxury network may lead local progressive micro-businesses to craft a set of alternative competitive strategies, thus remaining viable in the longer term. The research question of this paper is how progressive fashion designers can operate in an urban creative network and acquire all indispensable capabilities of sharing critical resources. The theoretical framework includes the resource-based view of the firm, the relational view, production networks, urbanization economies and creative place-making. Research methodology follows the Interpretivist theory integral to the qualitative research tradition. Due to the aesthetic qualities of fashion, the mechanics of creative fashion networks are difficult to quantify. We anticipate that the results of this on-going research project may benefit both academia and the fashion industry as inferences may be instrumental in setting up a model for creative networks implementable in Taiwanese cities, thus reinforcing viability and competitiveness for network participants.
Urban Park Accessibility Evaluation Based on Gravity Model and Realistic Traffic Data: An Example of Baoding

Urban residents in the new era tend to live in a city that is more connected to nature and more diverse life. Urban park provides people with the possibility of leisure, sports and communication so that promoting its service level and accessibility is an important way to improve the quality of the city and the residents life.

In the accessibility study, the gravity model is a more reasonable research method. It takes into account the residents' demand for facilities, the service supply capacity of the facilities, and the transportation distance between residents and facilities. However, this method is rarely used to explore the accessibility of urban park. The study of humanity is even more lacking in point-to-point precision research. Besides, traditional analysis usually establishes a road network based on road grades, but the real situation is more complicated. We cannot simulate a real traffic system.

As a result, in this paper, the point-to-point gravity model and realistic traffic data are taken as the core technical method, which can improve the accuracy and objectivity of the analysis. The specific technical methods include:

1) Use the WeChat thermal data to establish the spatial distribution of the population into grid.

2) Use online Application Programming Interface (API) of the Amap to obtain the location of the urban park and the realistic point-to-point time from every population grid to the park under different modes of transportation.

3) Use the green area to estimate the service capacity of each park.

4) Taking Baoding, Hebei Province as an example, we conducts a case study. Finally, the paper comprehensively evaluates the service level and accessibility of the urban park, and make recommendations on its distribution.

The results show that the overall urban park accessibility of Baoding has a polarized distribution. We should achieve a balance between the population and the urban park service level. In the future construction of urban park system, areas with high service population, low service capacity and low accessibility should be paid close attention.
When the well-Established Garden City meets the Contemporary Compact City Planning Ideal

The compact city and densification is today considered a suitable means to promote sustainable urban development. Regional cooperation across municipal borders is used as a means to provide housing as more people are moving into central areas.

What happens to small and well-established historic cities when they are being included in the broader urban belt of larger cities? How can they maintain their place-specific identity and preserve, or even strengthen their urban heritage when strong economic densification forces are present? Such broader societal questions that contemporary planners are facing will in this paper be narrowed down to the following research question: What perspectives can provide inputs that can strengthen local planners’ arguments for preserving the Garden City?

The analysis is based on a case study carried out in Lillestrøm, situated in the outskirts of the capital Oslo, Norway. It was established around the saw mill industry in the middle of the 19th century. The overall traces from the town plan of the Garden City from 1946 is still prominent in large parts of the city – but threatened from various angles. The method used for the analysis will be briefly presented (DIVE: Describe, Interpret, Valuate, Enable), but the case will primarily be discussed in view of the input such studies can be for local planners in need of strong arguments early in the political process.
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Transport Policy and Create a Western Balkans Market: How to Mirror the EU's Experience

The creation of a United Europe is in the final stage. For the complete mosaic image called European Union, the part of the Western Balkans still remains to assembled. Last but not so simple step. Historically vulnerable, sensitive, mixed with many nationalities, similar but still different. Economically underdeveloped and vulnerable, socially unstable and politically aroused, the Western Balkans are still far from a stable European core. GDP per capita in the Western Balkans, adjusted for purchasing power parity, is half that of eastern European EU countries, one-third that of southern EU members and a mere quarter of the richest EU members in western Europe.

The question that imposes itself is: how to overcome those differences among Balkans countries, to complete the historical vision and final mosaic puzzle of European Union?

We should look for the solution historically for several decades back when creating the United Europe model. Prosperous and contemporizing Europe began its vision with the creation of a common market. And the market gives its benefits only with its physical ties i.e. transport and communication links. Transport links between the countries of the Western Balkans, with all accompanying economic, political and administrative adjustments, can contribute to realizing the single market as the final phase of a United Europe. All future hopes and views are focused on finalizing Pan-European transport corridors in the Western Balkan countries, through which the trade peaks will be strengthened, overcoming the decades-long problems and conflicts in this part of Europe, and to achieve the long-awaited model for a Common European Union. But we must be realistic enough to see that transport infrastructure is not some miraculous tool with which to solve a society's development problems. It is only one part of the story. Transport must work in union with national development programmes, physical planning, investment, economic and monetary policy, custom and legal regulations. But we must acknowledge that, in many respects, the quality and success of life of Balkan’s citizens depends on the vitality and responsibility of implementation many structural changes. One of the crucial factors is still transport infrastructure.
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Geostories. Landscape along the Border Italia-Slovenia-Austria

The research, in collaboration with the teaching activities of the Laboratory of Integrated Design of Architecture and Built (CdLMcuA – DIA engineering and architecture department - University of Trieste), investigates the transformations that occurred and still going on, along the **Italian, Austria and Slovenia border**, to follow of the geopolitical changes of the last 20 of this geographical area of Europe. The research rediscovers the traces of "landscapes in danger of extinction", and proposes a new interpretation of architecture and landscapes, starting from the **geographical matrix of the border**.

This research is a reflection between **geography and architecture**, an ancient theme that has always accompanied the history of man and the construction of the landscape, just think of the Chinese wall or the Roman aqueducts, the Hadrian's Wall or the great agricultural reclamation. Geography rewrites and informs new architectural languages, and architecture, if observed with the geographer's point of view, cyclically redraws, through the scales and the history of geography, new relationships, new assets and new texts: the palimpsest.

The imagined path (geography) includes 13 steps (landscapes) along the 180km of the border between Italy, Austria and Slovenia that configure a new vision (the story), from Tarvisio to Trieste.

The research work is divided into 4 phases: analytical, synthetic, interpretative and design. Various linguistic registers and different media have been used to rediscover the fragile relationship between word and content, between territory and environment, between landscape and place, between figure and image. 11 research groups (visions) worked to investigate the 13 landscapes, which produced a new figure of the "deleted border", and proposed a "new border geography".

The "eleven visions" imagine, each one, a "new geography of the border", which altogether reshapes in an "acrobatic" way an unpublished morphology of *limes*, which is the palimpsest of a multiethnic community in which the stratigraphy of history, geography and architecture, rewrite once again, a new story between geography, landscape and architecture.
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A Comparative Study on the Residential-employment Characteristics of New Urban Area in Nanjing and Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou Metropolitan Area

Since the middle of the 20th century, the emergence and development of the metropolitan area has become an important trend of urbanization worldwide. At present, the metropolitan area has become the basic form of regional economic development and spatial structure organization in the new era of China. However, the new urban areas included in each metropolitan area have been mismatched with the job-residence relationship to varying degrees. In this context, based on the metropolitan perspective, the author takes two metropolitan areas in southern Jiangsu province—Nanjing metropolitan area and Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou Metropolitan area as examples. Based on summarizing the rules of occupational and residential characteristics of their new urban areas, this paper analyses the different characteristics of residential-employment space between the two metropolitan areas, explores the dynamic mechanism, and tries to put forward strategies and suggestions.

Firstly, by comparing the residential-employment space total measurement results of the two metropolitan areas, we find that the current residential-employment situation in the new towns of Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou Metropolitan Area and Nanjing metropolitan area are relatively balanced, but the residential-employment deviation index value of the new towns in Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou metropolitan area is better than that of the new towns in Nanjing metropolitan area, and the value of Nanjing metropolitan area is far from the ideal value year by year. Therefore, we determine that the total number of jobs and housing in the Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou metropolitan area metropolitan area is more matched.

Secondly, using questionnaire data, the author calculates the average residential separation index, employment separation index and occupational-residential separation index of the two metropolitan areas. At the same time, according to the commuting satisfaction of residents and employees and the weight of commuting factors obtained by SPSS analysis, the author calculates the degree of separation of residence and employment in two new metropolitan areas. Then, comparing the differences of occupational and residential characteristics of the two metropolitan areas based on commuting factors, the author finds that the calculation results of Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou metropolitan area are better than those of Nanjing metropolitan area.
Thirdly, the author makes a correlation analysis between occupational-residential population and spatial characteristics and occupational-residential separation score, and draws the main influencing factors of occupational-residential separation in the two metropolitan areas.

Subsequently, using POI data of Nanjing, Suzhou and Changzhou cities, the nuclear density distribution maps of residential and employment space in the two metropolitan areas are generated respectively. By comparing the two maps, it is concluded that the employment and residential centers in Nanjing metropolitan area tend to be single-center structure, while Suzhou-Wuxi-Changzhou metropolitan area shows a multi-center trend, and the correlation of occupational and residential space in the new urban areas of Su-Xi-Changzhou metropolitan area is higher. It is inferred that the occupational-residential balance of new towns in metropolitan area is also related to the structure of metropolitan area and traffic conditions.

Finally, this paper explores the dynamic mechanism of the difference of job-housing matching characteristics between Nanjing metropolitan area and Su-Xi-Changzhou metropolitan area, and puts forward corresponding solutions.
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Ecological Resilience Assessment and Optimization  
Suggestions of Yangtze Middle Reaches Megalopolis

Research on the assessment and regulatory control of region ecological resilience is of great significance for both urbanization quality improvement and sustainable development. This study selects Yangtze Middle Reaches Megalopolis which includes 4 urban agglomeration sub-regions such as Wuhan megalopolis, Xiang-Jing-Yi city belt, Changsha-Zhuzhou-Xiangtan megalopolis and city cluster surrounding Poyang Lake totaling 31 cities in China as objects. Using systematic analyses combined with a comprehensive index assessment method, this study constructs indices to examine the region's ecological resilient capacity for change and renewal. Regional ecological organization, function and maintenance are three major indices cause climate, vegetation coverage and urban eco-facilities are placed emphasis on the assessment. And each of them involves 2-4 specific parameters. In addition, the entropy value method is used to evaluate overall urban ecological resilience in the respective region. After collecting datum, the GIS and regression model are used to analyze. The result of the assessment reveals the spatial differentiation among cities and the distribution pattern of the ecological resilient capability in the Yangtze Middle Reaches Megalopolis. There appear to be a low level of ecological resilience capability in the megalopolis and fragmentation is remarkable. And the capability spatial distribution of the 4 urban agglomeration sub-regions of ecological resilience is classified as balanced pattern, severe fragmentation pattern and center-edge gradient pattern. Furthermore, city’s population size is also verified to cause the low ecological resilience. Three Suggestions for optimization are put forward in the discussion part. They are overall promotion strategy, sub-regional control strategy and population control strategy.
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The Regeneration of the Historic District Guided by Reconstructing the Walkability: A Case Study in Sifang Road, Qingdao, China

Walkability is an important factor in building social networks and releasing the city’s charm. At the same time, the street is the password of the city memories, with relatively endurable physical and spiritual attributes in terms of space and function. Qingdao was transformed from a small fishing village to the most important trade port along the northern coast of China for the planning and construction of Germany at the end of the 19th century. The growth of the streets in the old town vividly reflects the topographic features of the city, as long as the functional layout and evolution of planning ideas. The Sifang Road Historic District is the earliest planned area in the old city, designed by German architect Alfred SiemBen as the living area for the labors who work for production and services. In the twentieth century, a unique chessboard texture and inner courtyard building was formed, and it is also the characteristic block which has the most densely population, thriving business and civic culture. However, when the new millennium comes, with the compulsory interference of government, some of the courtyards were demolished in 2002 due to the construction of the viaduct. In 2017, all the residents were removed because of the renovation of the Sifang block. As a consequence, the block has completely lost its integrity and authenticity. Based on this dilemma, the regeneration plan begins from retrieving the memory of the streets, through systematically creating the walking environment and activating local featured function by acupuncture, repairing street vitality and reshaping sustainable social networks.